Events endorsed by MAWO:

** A FREE COMMUNITY EVENT **
Learning Resource Centre (LRC) - Under the Library
FRIDAY JUNE 14 2019
Music • Poetry • Speakers • Multimedia
ON CUBA
BLOCKADE
THE U.S.
Work Brigade to Cuba!
from participants in the 2019
will for change because it is in our interest to make this change in
suffer at the hands of imperialism. We have the energy, drive and
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create a better world for all of humanity!

As if the White House gang felt complete simply levelling economic threats against China, making
hostile comments about Russia and imposing illegal and immoral sanctions to collective punishment of the populations — on
Venezuela, Cuba and south Korea — they have once again put the Islamic Republic of Iran in the gun sights of U.S. imperialism.

The Trump gang, in a show of force, has sent an aircraft carrier and B-52 bombers to the
Persian Gulf, near Iran’s coastline. They asked the Pentagon to supply a plan for sending 20,000 U.S. troops to prepare an invasion. They have
also attempted to stop Iran from exporting any oil to its customers. These exports are necessary for the Iranian economy. Starving them raises
the price other sellers of petroleum can demand — something important for U.S. oil companies trying to increase exports of cracked oil.

In May 2018, Trump pulled the U.S. out of the nuclear accord with Iran signed by the Barack Obama administration. That had opened up
trade with Iran from both the U.S. and European Union countries in return for Iran stopping its
nuclear program. Stopping them raises
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1. PROTEST ACTION
Hands Off Venezuela!
U.S./Canada:
FIRE THIS TIME VENEZUELA SOLIDARITY CAMPAIGN
TUeSDAY          JUNE 11
11:30 am
MOUNT PLEASANT
NEIGHBOHOOD HOUSE
Downtown Vancouver
ROBson st @ Howe st

2. INFO TABLe & PETITION
NO TO SANCTIONS!
►
PhD candidate Balsillie School of International Affairs,
NO TO WAR!
THOMAS DAVIES
@FTT _NP
Change Not Climate Change” (Battle of Ideas Press, 2019)
@NOBLOQUEOVAN
Respect the Self-Determination
of the people of Venezuela!

3. FEATURING
US. CONULATE
VENEZUELA
TO CUBA
Free Public Forum
Celebrating the Birthday of
Ernesto         Guevara
I AM WITH
OBSESSED
WALLS
HOW
THE CLIMA TE CRISIS
Revolutionary Hero
VISUA LS
Vancouver, Canada
1075 W. PENDER ST.

5:00 pm
Downtown Vancouver
1075 West Pender Street
U.S. Consulate

No War on Iran!
Self-Determination For All Oppressed Nations!
Money for Healthcare, Housing & Education - Not
for War & Occupation!
Free Julian Assange & Chelsea Manning!

Vancouver Art Gallery
Robson St. & Howe St.
Friday
June 28th
5PM
Mobilization Against War & Occupation (MAWO)
WWW.MAWOVANCOUVER.ORG

Monthly ArtMar Rally & Petition Drive
U.S./Canada/NATO Hands Off
Yemen, Venezuela, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan & North Korea!
March 26, 2019, marked 4 years of suffering for the people of Yemen under the U.S.-backed, Saudi-led coalition war on their country. With the full backing and help of the United States, Saudi and Emirati fighter jets have bombed and destroyed homes, schools, hospitals, monks and mosques and all sorts of infrastructure. This indiscriminate bombing has contributed to the death of over 68,000 people since 2015, with more than 50,000 killed in 2018 according to data from the U.N.-based independent research group Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED).

In addition to this inhumane bombing, Saudi Arabia and its coalition have been imposing a naval, aerial and land blockade on Yemen, which severely hinders the Yemeni people’s access to desperately needed food, fuel and medicine. This blockade aggravates the already dire situation that Yemen faces to have to face daily. The United Nations declared Yemen to be the world’s worst humanitarian crisis with nearly 90% of Yemeni population in need of aid to survive. Tens of thousands of Yemenis have died from starvation, poverty and preventable epidemics. The U.N. World Health Organization (WHO) has declared that that number of suspected cholera cases has doubled in 2019 over previous years, and doctors are worried that there will be a repeat of the Cholera epidemic that ravaged through Yemen in 2017.

Saudi Arabia would not be able to carry on this war and the expenses of this war without the political and military support and funding from the United States and other countries, as well as the U.S., U.K., Canada, France and other EU countries. In addition to being actively engaged in the war, these countries continue to support the war by selling weapons, military equipment to Saudi Arabia and, of course, providing the necessary training to Saudi soldiers.

To mark the 4th anniversary of this inhumane Saudi-led war on Yemen, people from around the world will gather on the streets on March 26, 2019, in an International Day of Solidarity with the Yemenis. This is a day to mobilize the world against the war and to advance the Yemeni revolution. The war against the Yemeni revolution has been a war against the Yemeni people’s right to self-determination.

Solidarity Forever

The International Peoples Assembly closed with a final declaration that included the following: “We the people from each continent who spoke on the importance of fighting the Blockade to disliked the Saudi-led war, that represents a beacon of hope for the peoples of the world, that represents a beacon of hope for the peoples of the world. It is a beacon of hope for all of us, that the Yemeni people will continue to stand strong in defending their sovereignty and self-determination.

Viva Venezuela! Viva Revolución!

The International Peoples Assembly closed with a final declaration that included the following: “We the people from each continent who spoke on the importance of fighting the Blockade to liked the Venezuelan revolution. It is a beacon of hope for all of us, that the Venezuelan people will continue to stand strong in defending their sovereignty and self-determination.
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